English
In English unit, we will be learning about the fairy
tale ‘The Pied Piper’ and then creating our own
version, changing the character and the problem. We
will also be finding out about the features of a
newspaper report and writing our own report. To
finish of the term we will be learning the poem
‘Macavity the Mysterious Cat. ‘and performing it in
groups,

PSHE
We will continue to develop a positive mind-set
but we will also be learning about how we learn
and how we can use this to help us learn and
remember our learning even more.
.Computing
We will continue to learn about Online safety will be.
We will also be learning about Spreadsheets, using
simple formulas, creating line graphs and learning
how this can help us in our daily lives.

Spanish
We will continue to practise: greetings, colours, numbers
and our new learning will be how to say and write parts of
the body.

St. James’ Lanehead
Rowan Class
History
In this topic, ‘Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to
the Iron Age’ The children will learn about the changes
that took place in the middle Stone Age (Mesolithic
Times) to the Iron age, who lived there, what was it
like and what changes occurred.

Music
We will be focussing learning to play the Glockenspiel. We
will continue to develop our musical knowledge, with a
focus on the musical vocabulary of tempo, dynamics,
texture, timbre.

Design Technology
This tern, we will focus on structures and will
make our own kites. We will find out about the
history of kite making, the structure and materials
needed to design a kite for a child
.

Mathematics
The children will be leaning to add and subtract mentally and
by using written methods. We will also focus on measurement,
the children will learn about length and perimeter. They will
then move on to learning multiplication and division strategies
so that they can multiply and divide mentally and use written
methods.

Science
Our unit is Living things and their habitats. We will be
exploring our local environment and the wildlife in it. We will
be grouping and classifying plants and animals. Next we will be
exploring threats to the wildlife and how we can help to look
after our environment.

Physical Education
PE is on a Tuesday and Wednesday so remember to come into
school wearing your outdoor kit. During PE, the children will
be using their Science knowledge to create an electricity
dance and learning the skills needed for Net and Wall games.

Religious Education
We will learn about all about prayers and what praying
means for Christians. We will then focus on Christmas and
explore the symbolism of light. We aim to understand why
Christians believe that Jesus is the ‘Light of the world.’

